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ABOUT AMAs
Ask Me Anything (AMA) sessions provide an opportunity for 
members of the Community Workspace on Homelessness to ask 
experts questions about homelessness. Each AMA features a 
different topic. Workspace members are able to post their questions 
in advance of the AMA, or join the experts live. 

Our discussion on February 11, 2016, hosted by a team of experts from 
the Homelessness Partnering Strategy and the Canadian Observatory 
on Homelessness, focused on the topic of Point-in-Time Counts.

Point-in-Time (PiT) Counts provide an estimate of how many people 
in a community are experiencing homelessness, in both shelters 
and on the street, at a given time. Many counts have already been 
undertaken across Canada and more are due in the coming months. 
Questions from community members about HPS Core Standards, 
survey design and development of local questions, hidden 
homelessness and many more were addressed.

This document provides a transcript of the PiT Counts AMA. You can 
find the original discussion at: http://bit.ly/PiTAMA

THE EXPERTS
  Adam Anderson works as a Policy Analyst for 

the Homelessness Knowledge Development 
team at Homelessness Partnering Strategy (HPS). 
Since starting in February 2015, Adam has had 
the privilege of participating in PiT Counts in 
Vancouver, Winnipeg, and Thunder Bay. He has 
been involved in all aspects of the HPS PiT Count 
project, from the PiT Count approach to data 
management. Prior to HPS, Adam worked at the 
Office for Disability Issues. He holds a Bachelor of 
Commerce from Carleton University.

  Henry Dagher is the manager of the Homeless 
Individuals and Families Information System 
(HIFIS) Development Team at the Homelessness 
Partnering Strategy. The team produces both 
HIFIS 3 and the new web-based HIFIS 4. He has 
been with HIFIS since 2005.

  Patrick Hunter has been a Policy Analyst with 
the HPS on the Knowledge Development team 
since January 2011. He is the lead analyst on the 
development of the HPS Point-in-Time Count 
approach and is the author of the HPS Guide to 
Point-in-Time Counts in Canada. Before joining the 
HPS, Patrick completed his PhD in Psychology at 
the University of Toronto.

  Aaron Segaert is with the Community 
Development and Homelessness Partnerships 
Directorate, Employment and Social Development 
Canada, where he has led research for the 
Homeless Individuals and Families Information 
System (HIFIS) since 2009. He is the author of the 
National Shelter Study, the first national report to 
establish a baseline count and description of the 
homeless population in Canada. He also made 
the first-ever national estimate of homelessness 
among Canadian Veterans. Dr. Segaert studied 
sociology at McMaster University and the 
University of Western Ontario, specializing in 
social psychology, research methods and statistics.

  Jesse Donaldson is the National PiT Count 
Coordinator at the Canadian Observatory 
on Homelessness, and is available to assist 
communities that are participating in the 2016 
Coordinated Count. Jesse can answer PiT Count 
questions pertaining to planning, partnerships, 
implementation and the COH PiT Count Toolkit. 
Previously, Jesse co-authored the State of 
Homelessness 2013, Coming Together: Tackling 
Unemployment Among Youth Experiencing 
Homelessness and Leaving Home: Youth 
Homelessness in York Region.
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QUESTION #1 – CYERRA MARTIN 
We have established a committee and wanted to add an extra question to the survey. We primary want to know if the community 
member “resides”, “from”, a different town. We are doing our town as well as the County around our town so we want to know if they 
are migrating to the City from the County. We have came up with different ways to ask the question to get the best fitted answer. 

The questions were...  
What community are you from?  
Did you come to Brantford for Services?  
Where was your last long term housing? 

We just think that these questions maybe could be restructured to get to the best answer..... We feel since we live so closely to 
other towns that the community members may state differently then the actual location. Example I grew up on Six Nations 
reserve but have not lived there in a long time, now if I was asked what community I am from I would answer Six Nations, 
although I have resided in Brantford for the last five years.

JESSE DONALDSON
You’re right. The “What community are you from” is tricky – I suspect you’ll get a huge variation in its interpretation. 
Your questions are a good starting point. You could ask something like the following:

Did you move to Brantford in the past year?

6B. When did you move to Brantford?

6C. Did you come to Brantford to receive services?

There are some limitations to this approach. It might be worth an offline conversation to better understand 
exactly what you’d like to capture. Feel free to drop me a line at jdonald8@edu.yorku.ca.

QUESTION #2 – ERICA RICHMOND
At our community Think Tank meeting last week, it was suggested that we provide cash to participants as an honorarium. There 
was a great deal of discussion over ‘us’ choosing what to provide and the general idea was that participants should be in control 
over what they receive. Is this something that could be considered? Any other ideas? I had suggested Walmart gift cards but even 
that was met with much resistance. Currently we are investigating the option of providing cigarettes in addition to the choice 
between Shoppers Drug Mart or Tim Horton’s gift card (individuals will get to choose which is most beneficial for them).

JESSE DONALDSON
There are benefits and challenges to a cash honorarium. As you’ve identified, a cash stipend provides the 
participant with the greatest freedom of choice. However, a PiT Count is not a traditional research environment 
and cash honoraria presents a few challenges:

Volunteer Safety 
You may be putting your volunteers at risk, especially in an unsheltered environment, by asking them to carry 
around cash – especially as the honoraria becomes known. Volunteers may feel uncomfortable distributing cash, 
and may feel pressured to contribute money of their own. While these scenarios are unlikely, they’re possible.

Incentives 
Some might suggest that money, especially in larger sums (+$5), serves to incentivize participation, more than 
it recognizes the time and energy spent by participants. Mind you, others would argue that cash is not more of 
an incentive than gift cards. Regardless of what you choose, it is important that you minimize the likelihood that 
individuals will make the decision to participate on the basis of an honorarium. It’s a difficult balance.

http://www.homelesshub.ca/workspace
mailto:jdonald8%40edu.yorku.ca.?subject=
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Engagement Gifts 
Some communities opt to provide engagement gifts at the outset of the interaction, rather than an honorarium 
after completion of survey. This minimizes any incentive to do the survey twice. If your methodology is especially 
complex, or you’re conducting your count over a longer time period, risk of duplication increases. Small gift cards 
serve as practical engagement gifts but cash, obviously, does not.

There’s not one right answer. If you do decide to proceed with cash, I would do so thoughtfully (as it sounds like 
you’re doing). Your suggestion about providing two different gift cards is a great idea and fits with the COH’s 
guidance on this issue.

PATRICK HUNTER
There is nothing in the agreement that prohibits giving a cash honorarium, but we tend to discourage it for many 
of the reasons Jesse has mentioned above. Mainly, it creates an extra logistical burden.

Ultimately, small gift cards--often for coffee shops--have been used in the large majority of community PiT Counts, 
and as far as I’m aware, there has been no issue with their use.

QUESTION #3 – ERICA RICHMOND
There has been resistance from our local population of homeless individuals about the PiT Count. There are a few members who 
are already refusing to participate and encouraging their friends to do the same. We have met with some members along with 
their advocates and are making some progress. We are encouraging their involvement and/or constructive feedback on how we 
can make this better for them.

I’m wondering if other communities have faced this resistance and/or have any strategies to cultivate engagement and participation.

PATRICK HUNTER
Regarding reluctance to participate among people experiencing homelessness.

This is a great question, and I don’t think that you’re alone in facing it. Willingness to participate seems to vary 
greatly by community.

As a first step, it would help to know what the objections/concerns are. It could be that there is some 
misunderstandings of the purpose of the count. If you are working with people who have lived experience (e.g., 
on your committee), they may be able to help you open a discussion to see if the concerns can be addressed.

It sounds like you’re already taking some of these steps by engaging with members of the population and 
their advocates. It also may take time to build trust in a count. If you’re able to reach out after the first count to 
communicate directly with the people who were surveyed, it’s possible that there would be less resistance to 
participation over time.

It would be great to reach out to communities that have conducted counts to learn more about how they handled 
this kind of situation.

JESSE DONALDSON
Just one thing to add re: reluctant participation. At the end of the process, consider how you’ll share the PiT Count 
data with individuals who participated. Transparency and communication will build trust for future counts.

http://www.homelesshub.ca/workspace
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PATRICK HUNTER
Erica Richmond I also asked Christina Maes Nino (the PiT Coordinator from Winnipeg) this question and here’s her reply:

“I think it’s important to understand why people do not want to participate. It’s usually for very good reasons: 
people experiencing homelessness are over-surveyed and under-served. Researchers tend to make money and 
reputations off people’s oppression and misery. We have to take these seriously and work really hard to change 
things, and I’ve learned that being defensive or suggesting that the research I’m working on is going to end 
homelessness or make this huge difference just frustrates people.

“We had to be clear at meetings with our local Lived Experience Circle about what they had input over and what 
decisions were already made and why. But we also made sure to really question ourselves about whether or not 
we could make changes to the project if they were fair asks. If you don’t already have it, I’d suggest finding money 
to involve people with lived experience. Then maybe brainstorm with the group if there are ways they would find 
the research useful, whether there’s a particular message they want to get out about homelessness, if they want 
to be a part of the planning meetings, if they want to earn extra money by doing things like putting up flyers 
advertising the day and reason of the PiT Count, etc.

“We also did some small things to do outreach to people, for example, a couple weeks before the Street Census, 
we made cards with the date and purpose of the Street Census and had our Lived Experience Circle buy a bunch 
of cigarettes and hand them out to people on the street along with the cards. We had complaints from the anti-
smoking folks so depending on your community you may want to go with something else, but we received a very 
positive response.”

QUESTION #4 – CHAD NILSON
I know that some of this was mentioned in the HPS materials, but wanted to bring it up again. Have any PiT counts included those 
in custody? I recall from past literature reviews that incarcerated individuals are not typically involved in the “sheltered count”. 
Should this be a concern in communities where there are a large number of prisons? Thanks.

ADAM ANDERSON
In the past, PiT Counts have included those in custody. For the HPS PiT Count Methodology, including those in 
correctional facilities is not a core standard; however it is a recommended standard. 

 There are a few things to consider if you decide to include people in custody:

1.  You will probably only be able to get administrative data from these facilities of the people with no-fixed 
address. It’s unlikely that surveys will be conducted.

2.  Consider the relationship you have with the facility. Is there a pre-existing relationship that you can use to 
facilitate the request? Or, is it a new relationship that needs time to be developed?

JESSE DONALDSON
The COH has created a sample form to collect data from shelter/transitional housing providers. The form can be easily 
modified to collect data from correctional facilities. You can download the form from the COH PiT Count Toolkit.

QUESTION #5 – CHAD NILSON
How have other communities managed the call for “volunteers” versus “helpers receiving an honorarium”?

http://www.homelesshub.ca/workspace
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JESSE DONALDSON
While a few communities have offered their volunteers with stipends, gift cards etc., many communities have 
conducted successful, engaging counts without such compensation. In general, the COH discourages volunteer 
compensation in the context of a PiT Count. We do, however, strongly encourage recognition of volunteers’ time 
and effort through other means. Where possible, warm drinks and/or light refreshments should be provided 
during the count. A thank you letter is always a welcome gesture. And finally, sharing the results of the PiT Count 
with volunteers is important.

That said, there might be instances where compensation is appropriate. If you are seeking input from individuals 
with lived experience on your methodology or survey design, you should recognize their time and contribution. 
Secondly, you might consider providing stipends to service staff that are contributing a great deal of time and 
effort to the count.

QUESTION #6 – CHAD NILSON
Has/Is there ever a concern about insurance for volunteers? If they get hurt during the count?

JESSE DONALDSON
Some CE’s have their own insurance policies for volunteers generally, which would then apply to PiT Count 
volunteers. Regardless of whether there is an insurance plan in place, it’s important that all PiT Count volunteers 
sign a waiver. The COH has provided a sample waiver. It can be customized to fit local/provincial regulations.

QUESTION #7 – ERICA RICHMOND
We have some questions about Survey question 11: 

We feel that in our community it would be helpful to have a bigger breakdown in the unsafe housing conditions response to 
include:

1. house structure, 
2. bed bugs/pests, 
3. social interaction and 
4. other

Can we add this as a follow-up question?

PATRICK HUNTER
There are different ways to do this depending on what you want to get out of it. It’s likely that few people will give 
this response, so you would not have very much data if you’re asking this as a follow-up.

You might want to have a dedicated question along the lines of: “The last time you had a place of your own, did 
you experience unsafe housing conditions?”

That way, even if it was not among the primary reasons that they left their housing, you would still get that information.

QUESTION #8 – ERICA RICHMOND
Is there a set definition of Domestic Abuse as opposed to Family Conflict?

http://www.homelesshub.ca/workspace
http://homelesshub.ca/toolkit/subchapter/stakeholder-engagement
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PATRICK HUNTER
Family conflict: Spouse or Partner would refer to conflict that may have led to separation, divorce or other forms 
of family breakdown. Family Conflict: Parent or Guardian most likely applies to youth who have left home, but not 
necessarily due to abuse.

Conversely, Domestic Abuse refers to situations where the respondent has left home because they were 
experiencing abuse, either from a Parent/Guardian or a Spouse/Partner.

You may not see Domestic Abuse without Family Conflict, but you will probably see cases of Family Conflict 
without Domestic Abuse.

QUESTION #9 – JOLENE MCELWAIN 
I see that included in the core population of the count are those that are staying in transitional housing. I am wondering if it is 
possible to get a clearer definition of what transitional housing includes. Are residential supportive recovery locations considered 
as transitional housing, if the client is unsure where they will be discharged to once the program ends? What about residential 
locations where the client pays a subsidized rent but it is a fixed term rental with a maximum amount of time someone can stay?

JESSE DONALDSON
You’ve touched on a bit of a grey area. While “transitional housing” is widely recognized as interim housing for 
individuals experiencing homelessness, there are significant local and regional variations on what it means. 
Ultimately, it will be up to each community to decide what should be included as transitional housing. In deciding 
what qualifies as transitional, the COH recommends that you consider the following questions:

three years?

permanent or supportive housing?

There is also a general definition of transitional housing found within the Canadian Definition of Homelessness (see 3.1)

Note: the COH distinguishes between transitional housing and institutional care. Individuals with no fixed address 
in medical institutions, residential treatment programs and withdrawal management centers are not considered 
to be in transitional housing.

I’d be happy to discuss some of your local examples over the phone. The most important thing is to develop a set 
of criteria locally and apply it consistently. Be clear in your PiT Count report what you have and have not included

PATRICK HUNTER
The HPS Guide leaves “transitional housing” a little bit vague deliberately, recognizing that there are regional (and 
local) differences in how “transitional housing” is implemented. As Jesse Donaldson mentions, it is up to your 
community to determine what should be included.

QUESTION #10 – JOLENE MCELWAIN 
If communities are using hospitals and other systems services in their counts would surveys be asking them if they will be 
homeless when discharged or if they would have been homeless on the night of the count?

http://www.homelesshub.ca/workspace
http://www.homelesshub.ca/sites/default/files/COHhomelessdefinition.pdf
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PATRICK HUNTER
In most cases, communities are not able to conduct surveys in hospitals and other systems. Instead, the 
organizations responsible for these services are asked if they could provide a head count of people in the hospital 
(or detox centre, etc.) that night, who have no fixed address.

Ideally, you could also get basic demographics (e.g., age, gender, maybe Aboriginal identity), but this may be 
difficult to get from the health system due to privacy concerns.

QUESTION #11 – CHAD NILSON
We’ve received a lot of great tips, checklists, how-to’s, and leading practices on PIT counts. Amid all that, it’s hard to identify what 
the actual funder requirements are. Would it be the 8 Core Standards on the ESDC PIT website? Aside from data entered into the 
system, is there a required list of items, forms, strategies, documents expected from the funder surrounding the PIT count? Thanks.

ADAM ANDERSON
I’m glad you are making use of the tips, checklists, and how-to’s. These were all developed with the 
communities in mind.

As far as the requirements, communities are required to use the 12 Core Questions in their surveys and follow 
the Core Standards found in the HPS Guide. These will be consistent across communities. Beyond that, each 
community has the flexibility to adapt the approach to their local context as long as it fits within the Core 
Standards. Communities can add optional COH questions or local questions which can provide additional 
community specific data.

For the funding agreement holders (the CEs), there are four deliverables:

 
 

 

QUESTION #12 – JULIA BAHEN
What type of analysis can you do with PiT Count data?

AARON SEGAERT
The results will be descriptive and can be kept simple. So you can look at things like the total number of homeless 
individuals, demographics (like age groups, gender), % sheltered vs. % unsheltered, % who are Veterans, things 
like that. Some of it will depend on what is important to your community. If, for example, youth homelessness is a 
big issue in your community, then that would be something to focus on.

QUESTION #13 – JULIA BAHEN
Does the Core Count data submitted to the HPS include individuals with no fixed address in local public systems such as 
correctional facilities and hospitals? What can be done to ensure these populations are represented in future counts?

AARON SEGAERT
HPS will receive data for those who are screened in with the base survey. Communities are free to count other 
categories of individuals, such as those in various institutions.

http://www.homelesshub.ca/workspace
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PATRICK HUNTER
If you are able to enumerate people in public systems with no fixed address, the number would be included in the 
final report to HPS. Because you won’t likely be able to conduct surveys in public systems, though, nothing would 
come through HIFIS.

To help ensure that these populations are represented in future counts, engage early. You could consider involving 
people responsible for these systems in the PiT Committee.

QUESTION #14 – JULIA BAHEN
Is there a recommendation regarding data sharing once the count is done? How can we adequately convey the PiT count results 
to our community?

AARON SEGAERT
Most communities will probably publish a report or a fact sheet or infographic to inform the public of the findings. 
I think a one or two page flyer could be a good fit for many communities. I would suggest something simple and 
accessible. This is up to the community.

JESSE DONALDSON
It’s important that the final PiT Count report is easily accessible to a wide range of audiences. A few things to consider: 

language wherever possible.

widely than those that are more academic in nature. 

youth and a clear explanation of what the count does and does not cover. This will ensure that your messaging is 
clear, consistent and interpreted correctly.

will you ensure that survey participants have the option to receive the final report?

QUESTION #15 – NELSON HOMELESSNESS COMMITTEE
Has anyone worked with high schools or colleges before, and if so, what methodologies did they use to publicize/get word out 
about the count, reach the students who were couch surfing or maybe homeless and interest them enough to be surveyed, and 
find a way to keep anonymity in such a setting. We have some ideas but are interested in what others may have done. We have 
two college campus locations and one high school.

JESSE DONALDSON
In the US there’s been some success (and admittedly, some challenges) working with schools during the counts. 

If you’re thinking of holding a magnet event, the schools are a good place to advertise. A college campus may 
even be a good location to hold a magnet event.

In some instances, schools may be willing to share the number of youth with no-fixed address. Though, it can be 
difficult to obtain this data.

I’d be interested to hear how this is developing in Nelson. Perhaps we could schedule a conversation offline to 
discuss it further.

http://www.homelesshub.ca/workspace
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QUESTION #16 – NELSON HOMELESSNESS COMMITTEE
Has anyone ever had a team located in the halls or building entrances outside of Income Assistance offices? Mental Health offices? 
(Our IA office is only open for 3 hours /day now… a whole other story… But it is a compact time period to reach people.)

ADAM ANDERSON
It is common for communities have survey teams located in, or around, income assistance offices, housing support 
offices, or other service locations. As an example, I participated in the City of Vancouver Homeless Count last year 
and one of my shifts was at a BC Housing Office. I will caution that Mental Health offices may be a bit tricky as they 
may be in health facilities. What types of mental health offices are you considering?

Relationship building is key in these situations to ensure all organizations are comfortable with the process and 
how to approach individuals in these places.

QUESTION #17 – ERICA RICHMOND
We would like to include the hidden homeless population (couch surfing) in our surveys. I’ve re-watched the webinar on hidden 
homeless and it looks as though there are alternate options to the screening questions which would not screen out these folks. 
Can you share what the options are?

And actually I have lost track of the most current screening question template - do you mind re-posting?

JESSE DONALDSON
One option, if someone indicates that they’re staying with a relative or friend, is to ask a follow-up question such 
as: “Are you staying there because you are without a place of your own?” This question isn’t perfect. It will, in part, 
rely on the judgment of volunteers to determine whether to screen a person in or out. Nonetheless, it should 
capture what you’re looking for (with sufficient volunteer training).

QUESTION #18 – ERICA RICHMOND
The screening template that I have indicates that if they answer C (staying with friends/family) or D (hotel/motel) that they should 
be thanked and NOT complete survey. The webinar and your response seem to indicate that we actually can do the survey if it is 
determined that they are couch surfing... Does this just mean I change the wording on the screening?

And where can I find the screening question template? I’ve been using the one called ANNEX A: Tally Sheets and Survey forms. Is 
this the most current?

PATRICK HUNTER
Hi Erica - The sample screening form in Annex A of the HPS Guide only screens in the core populations, but you 
can feel free to edit it to screen in people experiencing hidden homelessness. You can find a Word version of the 
screening form on the Workspace, along with the Core Questions.

QUESTION #19 – GEORGIA LUYT

capture the hidden homeless population, as well as map known areas for those who are sleeping rough. 

http://www.homelesshub.ca/workspace
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PATRICK HUNTER
A known locations approach is most common - if you have organizations who conduct outreach in the rural areas, 
they can help you start to map you search locations. If possible, you could conduct a pre-count search of the rural 
areas to try to find camps (if applicable). In addition, if there are services that are used by people experiencing 
homelessness, you can conduct a service count.

JESSE DONALDSON
There is more information in the COH PiT Count Toolkit about mapping strategies. It may be that you’ll need to take 
a two-pronged approach: a full coverage strategy in your urban areas and a known locations approach in the less 
densely populated areas. As Patrick mentioned, your outreach services will be hugely valuable for this exercise. 

If you’re looking to capture hidden homelessness, I’d recommend that you also consider service counts or magnet 
events. Happy to discuss those more with you.

QUESTION #20 – JOLENE MCELWAIN
Could an incentive for people who are experiencing homelessness be an event planned during the 7 days post night of the count 
period, that way it could be a way of thanking people for participating in the surveys and be a final chance to capture anyone who 
hasn’t participated in the surveys? As long as de-duplication questions are included in the surveys?

PATRICK HUNTER
It would be great to have a post-count event. Winnipeg included an invitation to a post-count event on the 
resource cards that were given to people who participated in the survey. They used that as an opportunity to 
communicate the preliminary findings to the homeless population.

On using the event to survey people that weren’t surveyed on the day of the PiT Count, they would fall outside 
people included in your enumeration. The PiT count is really intended to be a snapshot of homelessness at a single 
point in time, rather than a full enumeration of everyone experiencing homelessness in the community over time. 
This does mean that people will be missed, unfortunately.

QUESTION #21 – JOLENE MCELWAIN
I just want to confirm, if we are doing a service based count in addition to a count on a specific night, we have 7 days after the 
“night of” count to conduct our service based counts? We just need to make sure that in our surveys we are asking people where 
they were sleeping on the night that we choose as our “night of” count?

In regards to training volunteers to conduct the surveys, are there any webinars provided to do this? If not what is the best way to 
go about providing training to volunteers?

PATRICK HUNTER
You can find some volunteer training resources here

It includes three videos - One on “How to Approach” people during the unsheltered survey, one with tips to 
conduct the survey and one on screening.

JESSE DONALDSON
In addition to the resources that Patrick provided, HPS has created a helpful PowerPoint that will help you to guide 
your volunteers through the survey. The training PowerPoint includes the HPS Core Questions and the optional 
COH questions. You can customize the presentation as you see fit.

http://www.homelesshub.ca/workspace
http://homelesshub.ca/toolkit/subchapter/identifying-locations
https://homelesshub.igloocommunities.com/pitcounts/resources/implementing_a_pit_count_pit_count_training_sessions/english/volunteer_training
https://homelesshub.igloocommunities.com/download/pitcounts/resources/hps__spli/hps_english/understandingthescreeningandsurveyquestions?attachment=1

